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Following inadvertent spinal anesthesia for delivery, a patient developed incapacitating post-lumbar puncture headache that persisted for 9 weeks. Scintigrams of the lumbar region, obtained after injection of $^{99m}$Tc-human serum albumin into the cisterna magna, showed the cerebrospinal fluid leak. Blood patch repair was carried out, with immediate relief of all symptoms. Because of subsequent atypical headaches, a second cisternogram was done by the same technique. This study confirmed that there was no further dural leak, and other evidence indicated that the recurrent headache was related to functional problems.


Headache is a recognized sequel to lumbar puncture (1). The symptoms are believed to be secondary to a reduction in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) volume by leakage through the puncture site. Without a full fluid cushion to rest on, the brain tends to sag when the patient is upright and the resultant traction on pain-sensitive blood vessels and anchoring dura produces the headache (2). Most often, this is a transient complaint that can be minimized by keeping the patient recumbent for several hours. However, the leakage sometimes persists for a prolonged period and may be disabling (3,4). Occasionally, it is necessary to distinguish between post-puncture and other types of headache.

This report presents an unusual case of persistent post-puncture headache in which the dural leak was confirmed by retrograde radionuclide myelography and its closure later shown by a second study following a blood patch application.

CASE REPORT

A 24-year-old woman was in good health before the delivery of her third child. Epidural anesthesia was attempted for the delivery, but difficulty was encountered at both the L2–3 and L3–4 levels. Cerebrospinal fluid leakage occurred, and the patient probably had spinal rather than epidural anesthesia.

The next day she complained of a severe occipital headache whenever she got up, and subsequently her headache increased in intensity despite analgesics. Lying flat always greatly relieved the pain. The patient was discharged, but over the ensuing 7 weeks her headaches continued, frequently associated with vomiting, despite the use of analgesics and tranquilizers. After a period of bed rest, she had a brief respite, followed by return of the headache. Nine weeks from the onset, she was readmitted to hospital. General physical and neurologic examinations were entirely normal, except that application of pressure to the neck and jugular vein allowed her to sit up for a few minutes before the headache would begin. Radiographs of the skull and spine, the brain scan, and electroencephalogram were all normal.

Radionuclide myelography was performed with 1 ml of hyperbaric (8%) sucrose containing 2 mCi of $^{99m}$Tc-human serum albumin (0.6 mg) which was injected into the cisterna magna with the patient lying on her side. The injection was administered very slowly to minimize mixing of the injectate with
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and the patient was discharged. Four weeks later, she was readmitted complaining of headaches. These recurrent headaches were not clearly related to posture. A repeat myelogram, using the same technique as before, showed no evidence of leakage from the subarachnoid space (Figs. 1C and 1D). The more recent headaches were ultimately diagnosed as tension headaches related to difficulties that the patient had developed with her husband during her initial prolonged disability. After reassurance, the patient was discharged. Since then, she has been well.

**DISCUSSION**

The opportunity to restudy this patient was due to the development of a functional complaint which was patterned after a preceding symptom with an organic basis and which was clinically not clearly distinguishable from it. The normal scintigrams obtained in the second study show the efficacy of the blood patch technique in repairing persistent dural leaks.

The spinal subarachnoid space does not usually extend along the segmental nerve roots beyond the dural sac. When such dural sleeves are present, it is to be expected that they would be visualized promptly as the activity diffuses through the subarachnoid space. The subdural space is similarly limited anatomically. However, the epidural space differs in that it extends along the nerve roots for variable distances. In the presence of a CSF leak, activity initially localized within the subarachnoid space would have to traverse the subdural space in order to enter the epidural space. This transit, depending upon the rate of leakage, would be time dependent, as was seen in our patient. These anatomic features can be readily appreciated by observation of the distribution of contrast media in these spaces at contrast myelography (5).

Several technical features pertaining to this case require comment. Injection of the radiopharmaceutical at a distance from the lumbar region was essential since production of a new hole in the lumbar membranes would have rendered the study uninterpretable. The injection of the radiopharmaceutical in hyperbaric medium into the cisterna magna, with subsequent proper positioning, allowed prompt delivery of a high concentration of activity into the spinal subarachnoid space, a necessary requirement in order to ensure that detectable levels of activity would subsequently enter the epidural space. The optimal demonstration of epidural activity occurred at 24 hr, reflecting the time needed for the activity to traverse the subdural space. An albumin tracer was thought to be preferable to one with a smaller molecule since our experience with chelates (e.g., \(^{111}\)In-DTPA) suggests that these may be rapidly
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**FIG. 1.** Radionuclide cisternography performed before (A,B) and after (C,D) blood patch repair. Studies were taken at 7 hr (A,C) and 24 hr (B,D) after cisternal injection of \(^{99m}\)Tc-human serum albumin.
absorbed from the sub- and epidural spaces. Although a case of persistent CSF leakage has previously been shown with $^{131}$I-albumin (4), we do not regard this radionuclide as the preferred agent because of its relatively low photon yield with poor imaging characteristics and the attendant high local radiation dose (6).
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